
  

 

Notes from Retailer/State Agency Call re: COVID-19: 3-13-20 12:00-1:00 pm ET 

Summary  

 Update from FMI 

o Supply chain concerns, labor and equipment issues. There are going to be gaps, they 

appreciate state agencies’ flexibility. Shopping behaviors are changing very quickly. 

o Asking for states to not enforce minimum stocking requirements  

o More states and retailers adopting self-checkout could help in the context of COVID 

because of labor shortages  

 A lot of the large retailers are not facing shortages yet 

o Including Albertsons, Walmart, Target, Kroger, Ahold  

o In some markets, retailers are starting to ask customers to respect quantity limits  

o Their online ordering, curbside pick-up and delivery programs are booming (but not 

impacting WIC clients) 

 Some regional chains are seeing shortages 

o New England chain – seeing shortage in canned fruits and veggies  

o Meijer in Michigan – formula and milk shortages  

 Asks from retailers 

o Flexibility around substitutions, package sizes, etc.  

o Flexibility around mandatory trainings 

o Flexibility around reauthorization 

Detailed Notes  

Present on Call: Elizabeth Chace-Marino and Darry Rimmer, Ahold; Todd Winer, Albertsons; Deirdre 

Depathy, Big Y; Cheryl Cassell and Heidi Hoffman, Colorado WIC; Kim Boulette, Connecticut WIC (and a 

few others from the CT WIC office); Elizabeth Tansing, Hannah Walker, and Doug Baker, FMI; Christine 

Dolan, Garfield County WIC, Colorado; Dave Thomason, Kansas WIC; Kelli Darland, Kentucky WIC; Chris 

Vilardo, Kroger; Cheryl Hines, Lowes; Andrea Tompkins, Maura Shea, and Jennifer Wilson, Maryland 

WIC; Kelly Ward and Patrick, Meijer; Mike Amiri and Tim O’Connor, Mom’s Fresh Foods; Molly 

Pfaffenroth, NGA; Brian Dittmeier, Emily Gilcher, Georgia Machell, Natalie Moran, and Elisabet Eppes, 

National WIC Association; Sara Sloan, Oregon WIC; Mark Schwarze, Target; Edgar Curtis and Celeste 

Lunceford, Texas WIC; Alex Acharya and Paula Garrett, Virginia WIC; Ken Hinson, Walmart; Brittany 

Tybo, Cathy Franklin, Todd Mountin and Paul Throne, Washington State WIC; Carrie Coenen, Wisconsin 

WIC; Laurie Somerhausen, Yolo County Health & Human Services Agency WIC, California.  

 

 Quick update from Brian at NWA about legislative actions we are taking and what we’ve been 
hearing from our WIC agencies  

o NWA is advocating for the following to be included in the COVID-19 expected to be 
passed by the House later today 

 Adequate funding 
 Broad waiver authority including grocery store flexibility 
 Specific waiver authority around in-person certification.  

o What we're hearing:  



  

 

 Issues with distribution channels - adequate stock on the shelf (including 
products with ingredients from Asia) 

o Our position is that with waiver authority that passes, the message should be that we 
want to collaborate with the retail community, not penalize vendors for not having 
adequate stock on the shelf. We are in agreement with state agencies’ decisions to 
delay monitoring visits at this point. 

 Updates from each organization on the call:  
o WIC State Agencies: 

 Washington State WIC: Suspended all monitoring; due to supply chain issues, 
not enforcing minimum stocking requirements; infant formula shortages are an 
issue. 

 Colorado WIC: Not being punitive. Communicating with local agencies. 
 Connecticut WIC: Shopping habits are out of control. Wider distribution, 

available to more people. Have not sent anything to vendors about stopping 
monitoring but the state is stopping. Not getting calls yet from participants 
about having trouble finding WIC foods.  

 Kansas WIC: Monitoring things, haven't had any calls from participants about 
lack of food availability. Not doing monitoring visits. Developing guidance to 
send to local agencies (re: physical presence, etc.). Working together with 
retailers in a non-punitive way. 

 Kentucky WIC: Suspended routine monitoring as well as all investigations 
(inventory audits, etc.). Have not granted any guidance around min. stocking 
requirements but kind of a moot point without monitoring. Shelves have been 
completely raided. Facing shortages in formula, beans, milk. Getting frustrated 
calls from participants. Looking to see about limiting quantities. 

 Maryland WIC: Not monitoring. In good shape. Authorized new vendors through 
May. LAs are open but have limited the number of clinics that are open. Staffing 
issues b/c MD schools shut down. Reached out to vendors yesterday (March 
12). Have gotten calls from participants about formula. 

 Texas WIC: Suspended monitoring but have not communicated directly with 
retailers about this. No supply issues yet, just panic buying having an impact on 
foods on the shelves. No calls from participants yet about having trouble finding 
items. Beans, rice, baby food are the major concerns. 

 Virginia WIC: Suspended monitoring. Did a monitoring visit yesterday. Lines 
were really long at the store. Haven't heard anything from participants about 
lack of supplies. 

 Wisconsin WIC: One report of shortages on the shelf - infant formula. No supply 
shortage, just higher demand. Retailers are not putting any limits on anything 
yet. Had a store that was 24/7 close overnight to restock shelves. Have not 
started routine monitoring, suspended for now. 

 Oregon WIC: Haven't heard any issues from participants about finding WIC 
items in the stores. In a holding pattern. 

o Retail Representatives: 
 FMI: Supply chain concerns, labor and equipment issues. There are going to be 

gaps, they appreciate state agencies’ flexibility. Shopping behaviors are 
changing very quickly. 



  

 

 Albertsons: Haven't heard of any shortages yet. Ramped up how much cleaning 
is going on in the stores. In some markets we are asking customers to respect 
quantity limits. 

 Big Y Foods (Northeastern US): Seeing shortages with canned vegetables and 
fruits - nonperishable items. No shortages yet in baby formula. 

 Kroger: We've got limited issues. Some issues in the Utah area—mostly bread 
and beans. Possibility for substitutions? Customers are asking. 

 Meijer: Seeing some impacts on formula in Michigan. Working with stores - can 
post quantity limits on formula (on ad-hoc basis). Shortages on milk as well in 
Michigan. 

 Mom’s Fresh: Supply chain issue on tofu. Are seeing participants take a greater 
percentage of their benefits at one time during the month. 

 Walmart: Uncharted territory. Appreciate the cooperation. Supply is good. Don't 
anticipate being out of stock in anything. Appreciate inspection deferrals. Is 
similar consideration being given re: training that's required? Same flexibilities 
on reauthorizations? Echo earlier request for potential substitutions to relieve 
demand for certain items.  

 Target: Major requests: Substitution of items and package sizes. If states are 
adding UPCs to their APLs, recommend that states send an email to retailers 
about UPCs that are being added. Haven't heard of any shortages yet. Are 
exploring purchase limits. Not just WIC, overall infant formula. WIC-approved 
formula are the small cans, so that's helpful. 

 Ahold: We have not been seeing big shortages yet in baby formula. 

 Q&A 
o Can fees for delivery processes be waived for folks in self-quarantine on crucial things 

like prescriptions? 
 Walmart - food delivery business is not that large. In-store pickup is booming 

right now (delivered out the cars).  
 Target - store pickup and home delivery are booming, but it's not impacting WIC 

participants because participants can't use their WIC card online. 
o Are other people hearing that states are considering releasing up to 50% of remaining 

SNAP funds (half of April plus March)? 

 Clarification from CT WIC: Benefits are issued three months at a time but WIC 

benefits are still only allowed to be used in that one month period of time. 

o What about availability of Pediasure?  

 Walmart is looking good with pediasure. No other retailers spoke up. 

 Next steps 
o Sending notes out 
o Scheduling another meeting  

 

 


